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• WINES FROM TRENTINO, THE MARK OF THE TERRITORY

• About 10,000 hectares in Trentino are cultivated with vineyards 

(about 2% of total vineyard area in Italy) , of which about 10% grown 

with grapes for sparkling wines for the production of a total of 9 

million bottles per year of Trentodoc. The soils and climate make 

Trentino a unique territory, especially suited for the production of 

classic method sparkling wines.

• THE MOUNTAINS, A PRIMARY RESOURCE FOR TRENTODOC

• Trentodoc grapes come from vineyards grown between 200 and 900 

meters (656 to 2952 feet) above sea level, in an environment 

characterized by significant diurnal temperature variations, giving the 

grapes aromatic complexity, elegance, and acidity. In addition, the soils 

have an bexcellent drainage and aeration, as they are rich in limestone 

and have a high amount of silica. This leads to a great aroma profile. 

The high altitudes and mountains are key factors for Trentodoc.
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“The fact that there is a change taking place is

undeniable, not only in strictly climatic terms,

but also in terms of space and time. What we

are trying to do, here in Trentino, especially

for Chardonnay, is to focus on careful

management of the vineyards, which means

thinking at 360 degrees: from the relationship

of the plant with the soils and water to that

with the light and heat, in order to preserve as

much as possible the ideal mix for the

production of high quality sparkling wine

bases, even in a shorter production cycle ".
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"What is happening in recent years with a certain regularity is an

anticipation of the vine cycle, more often we experience an early

budding, which then translates into harvest operations to be carried

out earlier than expected".

If we are talking about Chardonnay, in the hottest parts of the

valley, we usually start soon after August 15th to finish at the end

of September-first week of October in the hilly and mountainous

areas. In the past, we used to finish even at the end of October.

the vine cycle has not changed as the time between flowering and

harvest tends to remain stable, what has changed is the period in

which the cycle takes place, on average earlier than in the past.

Since the Chardonnay is destined for the production of quality

sparkling wines, it is essential that the vine completes the cycle

correctly, otherwise the grapes may come to the cellar with faults

on their organoleptic and chemical characteristics.
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The dogma must be:

ripe grapes on a ripe

shoot.

This ideal situation is

easier to maintain at high

altitudes, where cooler

weather and longer

hours of light naturally

prolong the cycle of

the vine, while at the

bottom of the valley

more precautions are

required.
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So what are the corrective measures to

preserve acidity and sugars?

There are many factors to keep an eye on.

A fundamental one is water management,

hence the irrigation of the vineyard.

Irrigation is a crucial factor today, as if

the vine undergoes water stress or heat

stroke, lymphatic flow breaks occur,

leading to qualitative deterioration and

apoplexy.
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What about the management of the foliar system?

Another determining factor, especially on the espalier training systems: leaf

stripping, intensity, sides, exposure, vine head management, shade and light

areas. Everything must be reinterpreted in order not to leave the grapes

exposed to the sun for too long, as excessive insolation leads to early

ripening with too high temperatures on the bunches that lead to a consequent

qualitative decay.
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What about the management of the

foliar system?

luckily in Trentino we use the

pergola quite often, so the

problem of the sun is less felt ...

The pergola is mainly used at the

bottom of the valley, while as you

go up in altitude - we start from the

400 meters up to 800 meters - we

find espalier plants, because the

higher you go, the more you need

grape ripeness, therefore more

hours / day of exposure to

sunlight and heat.

Today in Trentino we have vineyards

where, only 30 years ago, we

would have never imagined they

could be planted. This is another

evidence of the climate change.
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spring frosts and hail: the new diseases?
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The Vine moves up in altitude

how to identify new potential vineyards with the use of technology

The idea of using DSS, such as Enogis, PICA or others, was born to 

enhance the potential of local winemaking through the research and 

study of the local context, with the following objectives:

1 - qualify the productions (segmentation of the offer) through the 

creation of advanced systems of connection between the basic 

components of the wine production system, the "plant - climate - soil" 

complex.

2  - to qualify the management systems of the "environment-landscape-

territory" component, with a view to total sustainability that takes into 

consideration the 3 main spheres: ecological, social and economic
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Investigations to identify:

1 - Vineyards to be converted

2 - New areas to plant vineyards
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the map shows:

cadastral municipality Comano and Bleggio

area of wine interest for Trentodoc 
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the data processed by the 

DSS are compared with the 

experimental vineyards 

already present in the areas 

identified
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Climate Impetus Project


